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CLAIM SPLITTING IN THE NEW WORLD OF SEVERAL LIABILITY AND PERSONAL JURISDICTION

JONATHAN M. HOFFMAN*

ABSTRACT

General aviation accident litigation has recently become more complicated, with multiple lawsuits filed in multiple venues to litigate the same crash. An informal poll at the Air Law Symposium indicated that a large percentage of the attendees had been involved in such cases.

Two primary forces likely give rise to these multiple lawsuits. First, with the demise of joint and several liability, plaintiffs are often forced to sue more defendants and for defendants to add more third-party defendants. Second, the more rigorous personal jurisdiction standards articulated by the United States Supreme Court in the past decade have tightened both general and specific jurisdiction. As a result, finding a single forum with personal jurisdiction over all parties has become more difficult.

In this environment, many complications can arise for plaintiffs, defendants, and third-party defendants. Deciding what law applies can be a complex problem with a single case in a single forum. It is far more complicated with multiple lawsuits in multiple states. The demise of joint and several liability in most states creates problems, too. When one case is filed in a joint and several state, and others are filed in various several liability states, there can be confusion galore, not only between the joint and several state and the others but also from significant differences in the application of several liability among the several liability states. One state’s law may preclude several liability as to product manufacturers, and others may not; some may limit several liability to noneconomic damages or set a threshold percentage

* Jonathan M. Hoffman is a Harvard graduate and a University of Oregon law school graduate. He is a senior partner at MB Law Group LLP in Portland, Oregon. A member of the bar in Oregon and Alaska, his practice is focused on aviation and product liability litigation.
of fault above which a defendant is still subject to joint and several liability. One state may permit the jury to weigh fault allocated by non-parties; others may require timely pleading of claims of non-party fault or preclude allocation to non-parties altogether. Along with traditional constraints, such as whether a party can pursue multiple lawsuits, the risks of res judicata and taking different positions in different lawsuits are important issues for all parties.

There are ways to minimize duplicative effort, such as using Multidistrict Litigation (MDL) proceedings under 28 U.S.C. § 1407. MDLs can mitigate multiple lawsuits in multiple states but are often slow in resolving cases, and they ordinarily remand the cases to their original fora for trial. State courts lack any method of consolidating cases pending in other states. This Article addresses a variety of possible methods that may help handle these issues, as well as identifying those that are likely to be useless.

Many of these issues have been addressed in other contexts, such as articles about the effect of a particular state’s change from joint and several liability to that state’s adoption of a form of several liability. However, no single publication identifies the potential complications of litigating multiple lawsuits in multiple states arising from the same accident. The Third Restatement of Torts, Apportionment of Liability, discusses five categories of joint and several or several liability but, understandably, not the other complications of multiple lawsuits. Furthermore, some states’ laws have changed since the Restatement was published two decades ago. This Article attempts to help litigators, whether for plaintiffs or defendants, anticipate the issues they may face if multiple lawsuits are filed out of the same crash and attempts to identify the risks and alternatives to be considered.
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INTRODUCING OUR NEW WORLD

Imagine a general aviation accident case, brought on behalf of a plaintiff domiciled in State A, which occurred in State B, in which a component manufacturer based in State C sells a component to an engine manufacturer in State D, who sells the engine to the aircraft manufacturer in State E, who, in turn, sells an airplane equipped with this engine to a customer in State F. The customer takes the aircraft to State G for inspection and maintenance at a repair station. No lawsuit has been filed, and the causes of the accident are still uncertain, but there is some legitimate basis to think that each of the above potential defendants might be at fault. Is there a way to bring all the parties into one common venue? How does one decide which state(s) the plaintiff should file the lawsuit(s) in? And how should the defendant(s) respond?

These issues are hardly novel. But the calculation has changed dramatically because of the interaction of two developments in the law: (1) the replacement of joint and several liability with numerous forms of several liability;¹ and (2) the tightening of the due process threshold for personal jurisdiction.² Several liability, ever-expanding and evolving since the 1980s, often encourages both sides to add more parties to the litigation.³ Further, the recent tightening of the standards for personal jurisdiction complicates the parties’ efforts to crowd all the parties into a single venue.⁴

Can or should the plaintiff file multiple lawsuits in different states, to ensure that at least one lawsuit—somewhere—will recognize personal jurisdiction and thereby permit a trial and possible recovery against every defendant? Will the courts permit the filing of multiple duplicative lawsuits in multiple venues on behalf of the same plaintiff for the same injury? And even if the courts do, and even if the plaintiff prevails, how will each court allocate fault in light of the variations of several liability among the states? This new environment can create serious complications for unprepared plaintiffs and defendants alike. Likewise, it may open new opportunities that other, less-prepared parties ignore at their peril.

¹ See discussion infra Section II.A.
² See discussion infra Section II.B.
³ See discussion infra Sections II.A.3, II.A.4.
⁴ See discussion infra Section II.B.
Each decision in this hypothetical situation carries serious risks. Plaintiffs now have few, if any, options for choosing a single forum in which all defendants will be subject to personal jurisdiction. Due to several liability rules in many states, plaintiffs face greater risks that their “success” at a trial may short-change a faultless plaintiff who walks away with only a modest percentage of their compensatory damages. Timothy Loranger of the Baum Hedlund firm articulated plaintiffs’ concerns at the 2016 50th Annual SMU Air Law Symposium.

Defendants face similar risks. Wherever the plaintiff files lawsuits, some defendants are likely to challenge personal jurisdiction, and some are likely to succeed. Those who succeed may get off scot-free or merely get sued elsewhere. Others stay behind and, depending on the forum’s law, may not be able to allocate fault to those who have obtained dismissals or those who have settled. If some tortfeasors cannot be joined in the same action, the remaining defendants face the risk that they might get stuck defending multiple lawsuits in multiple venues, unable to allocate substantial liability to others. What other tortfeasors have paid in settlement to the plaintiff in other venues may not offset the remaining defendants’ exposure because several liability jurisdictions typically eliminate the offset of prior settlements. A clever plaintiff may be able to divide and conquer by picking off the defendants one by one and, with the right case, recover more than 100% of the compensatory damages. For example, a plaintiff could persuade each defendant to settle separately for 50% of the likely total verdict. Then several liability could produce a significantly more generous result than the joint and several system it replaced.

Settling cases may also be complicated when there are multiple lawsuits in multiple states. Settlements have consequences for both the parties who settle and those who do not. Settling defendants want to be certain that they have no remaining obligations, not only in respect to the plaintiff but also vis-à-vis non-settling defendants or others who might become parties in the future. Non-settling defendants may be significantly affected, de-

---


6 See generally infra Appendix A.

7 Timothy Loranger, Shareholder, Baum Hedlund Aristei & Goldman, Address at the 55th Annual SMU Air Law Symposium (Mar. 31–Apr. 1, 2016).

8 See generally infra Appendix A.
pending on which state’s law governs and whether it permits allocation of fault to those who have settled.9

A few decades ago, a plaintiff would typically file the general aviation accident crash case described above in one forum—perhaps State A, where the plaintiff resided, or State B, where the crash occurred. Typically, “a plaintiff needed to bring only one action to recover her full damages.”10 Challenges to personal jurisdiction were relatively infrequent. Attempts to challenge personal jurisdiction were usually unsuccessful11 and, consequently, often not brought at all. A joint and several liability system enabled experienced lawyers on all sides to estimate the verdict value of the single case in a single venue, assess the likelihood of winning or losing, and evaluate the proportionate risk their respective clients faced.

Various types of lawsuits create opportunities to litigate in multiple venues. This is increasingly common in general aviation cases. Polling data12 from the 55th Annual SMU Air Law Symposium in March 2021 suggested that 75% of respondents had been involved in one or more cases involving multiple lawsuits in multiple states arising from the same general aviation crash.13 Approximately 45% of the respondents experienced this situation more than three times, and 68% of the respondents noted that they typically represented the defendant.14

By its very nature, aviation usually involves interstate or international travel, as well as multiple parties located in a variety of

---

9 See generally infra Appendix A.
10 John Scott Hickman, Note, Efficiency, Fairness, and Common Sense: The Case for One Action as to Percentage of Fault in Comparative Negligence Jurisdictions That Have Abolished or Modified Joint and Several Liability, 48 VAND. L. REV. 739, 749 (1995).
12 55th Annual SMU Air Law Symposium Poll, conducted by Jonathan Hoffman, Senior Partner, MB Law Group LLP (Mar. 14–15, 2021) (on file with author). The polling data represents the answers from 64 respondents. This data is not intended to be viewed as a representative sample but rather as illustrative of the commonality of multi-state and multi-party disputes in aviation for attendees of the 55th Annual SMU Air Law Symposium.
13 Id.
14 Id.
locations. Even before the advent of several liability and the tightening of personal jurisdiction standards, aviation lawyers had to consider venue problems and options.\textsuperscript{15} However, venue challenges seemed more likely to be addressed via forum non conveniens motions.\textsuperscript{16}

This Article begins with a summary of the evolution and current state of several liability and personal jurisdiction. Section II.A summarizes the wide variety of several liability laws in the majority of the fifty states. Several liability is important in these cases because of its role in adding more parties to the lawsuit. Furthermore, each variation of several liability may provide significant risks or rewards in a particular case. For these reasons, Appendix A of this Article summarizes the principal variations of fault allocation in all fifty states and the District of Columbia.

Recent developments in personal jurisdiction law have been the subject of numerous commentaries,\textsuperscript{17} but the focus in Section II.B is to relate the effects of personal jurisdiction in multiparty, multivencue litigation while also considering the significance of several liability.

II. WHAT’S CHANGED?

A. J OINT & S EVERAL AND J UST S EVERAL

1. Joint & Several: All or Nothing

Common law tort claims were typically decided by “the traditional all-or-nothing system of tort responsibility.”\textsuperscript{18} If a faultless plaintiff proved that a defendant was at fault and caused the injury, the plaintiff obtained a full recovery.\textsuperscript{19} A plaintiff could sue two tortfeasors in separate actions and recover 100% of damages from each.\textsuperscript{20} A plaintiff guilty of contributory fault, even if mi-
nuscule, recovered nothing.\textsuperscript{21} Traditional joint and several liability rules also barred the defendant from obtaining contribution from more culpable tortfeasors.\textsuperscript{22} The common law rule was that one tortfeasor could not recover contribution from another tortfeasor because they were "\textit{in pari delicto}."\textsuperscript{23}

2. \textit{The Demise of Joint and Several Liability}

Comparative fault in lieu of traditional contributory negligence first appeared in tort law in the early twentieth century, under the Federal Employers Liability Act.\textsuperscript{24} The State of Wisconsin recognized comparative fault several decades later.\textsuperscript{25} But by the 1950s, only five jurisdictions in the United States had recognized comparative fault.\textsuperscript{26} Other states had taken smaller steps to mitigate the all-or-nothing stakes of contributory negligence by recognizing common law exceptions, most notably the "last clear chance" rule.\textsuperscript{27}

3. \textit{Comparative Fault Leads to Several Liability}

The movement for states to adopt comparative fault began in the mid-1970s.\textsuperscript{28} Plaintiffs would not be deprived of a remedy altogether if they were partially at fault.\textsuperscript{29} The Uniform Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act allowed contribution between joint tortfeasors so that a judgment in the plaintiff's favor could be shared among the defendants.\textsuperscript{30} Whereas the common law rejected contribution between joint tortfeasors of equal guilt,\textsuperscript{31} contribution invoked "the equity doctrine that those who are

\textsuperscript{21} See Prosser, supra note 19, at 427.
\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 273.
\textsuperscript{25} Wis. Stat. § 331.045 (effective June 16, 1931) (current version at Wis. Stat. § 895.045 (2021)).
\textsuperscript{26} Hickman, supra note 10, at 742.
\textsuperscript{27} See, e.g., Fuller v. Ill. Cent. R.R., 56 So. 783, 785–86 (Miss. 1911); Kumkunian v. City of New York, 111 N.E. 2d 865, 869 (N.Y. 1953).
\textsuperscript{29} See id. at 727; Jonathan Cardi, Note, \textit{Apportioning Responsibility to Immune Nonparties: An Argument Based on Comparative Responsibility and the Proposed Restatement (Third) of Torts}, 82 Iowa L. Rev. 1293, 1300 (1997).
\textsuperscript{30} See Uniform Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act § 1(a) (1955).
\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Restatement (First) of Restitution} § 102 (Am. L. Inst. 1937).
jointly liable should share the burden equally.”32 Initially, contribution split the liability equally among tortfeasors rather than based on relative percentages of fault, and a tortfeaser could not seek contribution if it had committed an intentional tort.33

These rules provided compensation to more plaintiffs than before, but some notable cases forced deep-pocket defendants to pay vastly disproportionate percentages of a judgment even if their fault was de minimis.34 The liberal expansion of tort law in the middle of the twentieth century resulted in significant increases in lawsuits and larger verdicts for plaintiffs, thereby “dismantling no-duty and limited-duty rules and abolishing immunities.”35 The business community reacted with a variety of forms of tort reform starting in the 1970s.36 In 1986, the American Tort Reform Association (ATRA) was formed with the support of both the medical community and a number of business entities.37


33 This doctrine is best illustrated in The Highwayman’s Case (Everet v. Williams, 9 L.Q. REV. 197 (1893)), in which “one robber sought an accounting from another for goods stolen in a joint venture. The court decided the matter by ordering them both beheaded, denying, of course, any right to contribution.” Perry J. Radoff, Comment, Contribution Among Joint Tortfeasors, 44 TEX. L. REV. 326, 330 (1965).

34 See, e.g., Dunham v. Kampman, 547 P.2d 263, 266 (Colo. App. 1975), aff’d en banc, 560 P.2d 91 (Colo. 1977) (defendant 1% at fault required to pay entire judgment because plaintiff’s husband, 99% at fault, was immune from suit); Walt Disney World Co. v. Wood, 515 So. 2d 198, 199 (Fla. 1987) (Disney found 1% at fault but had to pay 86% of judgment); Davis v. O’Brien, 891 P.2d 1307, 1308, 1317–18 (Or. 1995) (en banc) (verdict found non-party 96.5% at fault and defendant 3.5% at fault, defendant had to pay nearly 50%, and the state legislature enacted several liability legislation shortly thereafter); see Gregory R. Mowe & Katherine A. McDowell, Changing the Rules: Tracking Oregon’s Trail of “Tort Reform,” 55 OR. ST. BAR BULL. 17, 20 (1995).


37 About, AM. TORT REFORM ASS’N, https://www.atra.org/about [https://perma.cc/7BUG-VCC8]. Among the issues on which the ATRA lists on its website is “Joint and Several Liability,” and the ATRA advocates a “proportionate liability system,” in which a “co-defendant that is found by a jury to be 20% responsible for a plaintiff’s injury would be required to pay no more than 20% of the entire
Defense-oriented groups argued that if comparative negligence enabled plaintiffs to recover despite their negligence, defendants’ liability should also be limited to their relative degrees of fault. And, if plaintiff and defendant were both subject to liability proportionate to their fault, why shouldn’t comparative fault involve all tortfeasors, whether parties or not?

All comparative fault systems attempt to balance two conflicting objectives. One is that each person involved in an action be liable only in proportion to his or her share of the total fault. The other is that full compensation be awarded to injured plaintiffs. These competing goals represent conflicting values and cannot both be given priority by any given system.

Consequently, since 1986, a majority of states have recognized several liability in some form. However, the variations are numerous and can have a significant impact on the outcomes of particular cases. “Pure” joint and several liability now applies only in eight states and the District of Columbia, although numerous other states retain joint and several liability in some categories of cases, such as intentional torts, strict liability, economic damages, and where a tortfeasor’s fault is judged to be above a prescribed percentage.

4. The Many Flavors of Several Liability

Plaintiffs and defendants who face the prospect of litigating multiple lawsuits in multiple venues arising from the same claim need to understand and appreciate the critical variations by which state law now defines several liability. One should never underestimate the significance of these variations. States may not describe their systems in the same way, but the details of each state’s laws are critical for several liability systems. As previ-
ously pointed out, the changes in allocation law, together with more restrictive personal jurisdiction standards, encourage some plaintiffs to file multiple lawsuits in multiple venues arising from the same claim.\textsuperscript{44} Multiple lawsuits may help plaintiffs pursue all tortfeasors, even if some cannot be required to participate in the primary lawsuit. However, unearthing all the nuances of several liability rules in all states is a complex task.

a. Past Resources

As more states adopted several liability in the 1980s and 1990s, numerous law reviews published articles on various aspects of the subject, and as the states experience how several liability works in practice, more articles have appeared.\textsuperscript{45} Some articles focus on a specific variable of a particular state’s legislation.\textsuperscript{46} Some of the earlier articles summarized the variations of each state and may be helpful for a lawyer who seeks to know how


certain states address several liability issues. However, there is no current list of the state-by-state variations of several liability. Nor is there any discussion about how to deal with those variables in the context of the recent, more rigorous standards for personal jurisdiction. This Article provides a current summary of state several liability rules and suggests avenues to deal with pursuing or defending multiple lawsuits in multiple venues—including those that may work and those that are more problematic.

b. Restatement Third

Comments to the Third Restatement of Torts, Apportionment of Liability, summarize five different versions of joint and several or several liability. The Restatement states that “there is currently no majority rule on this question, although joint and several liability has been substantially modified in most jurisdictions both as a result of the adoption of comparative fault and tort reform during the 1980s and 1990s.” The Restatement’s five tracks are mutually exclusive, but the comments acknowledge that modifications (or differing combinations of some) of them are possible. The Restatement summarizes the five tracks, along with the Reporters’ principal comments, as follows:

1. **Pure Joint and Several Liability.** Subsidiary issues implicated by this premise include “identifying those who may be submitted to the jury for assignment of a percentage of comparative responsibility and the treatment of claims against an employer who is immune from tort liability because of the exclusive remedy bar of workers’ compensation.”

2. **Pure Several Liability.** Each party is only liable for its own percentage of fault.

3. **Hybrid Joint and Several Liability for Independent Tortfeasors Who Cause an Indivisible Injury.** This ap-

---

48 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT LIAB. § 17 cmt. a (AM L. INST. 2000).
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 Id.
52 Id.
proach “places the risk of a tortfeasor’s insolvency on all parties who bear responsibility for the plaintiff’s damages, including the plaintiff. An insolvent tortfeasor’s comparative share of responsibility is reallocated to the other parties in proportion to their comparative responsibility. A very similar result is obtained by starting with a rule of several liability but then providing for reallocation in the event of insolvency. This approach also addresses which persons should be subject to an assignment of comparative responsibility and the effect of that allocation on the apportionment of liability among the parties.” Theoretically, this approach is “the most appealing in that it apportions the risk of insolvency to the remaining parties in the case in proportion to their responsibility, thereby providing an equitable mechanism for coping with insolvency. There may be administrative and practical difficulties with the reallocation provisions” under such an approach.

(4) Hybrid system in which joint and several liability is imposed on independent tortfeasors whose percentage of comparative responsibility exceeds a specified threshold. “Tortfeasors assigned a modest percentage of comparative responsibility below the threshold are severally liable, while those at or above the threshold are jointly and severally liable.” This approach “responds to the concern that many tortfeasors whose responsibility for a plaintiff’s injury is quite minimal are held liable for the entirety of the recoverable damages under a pure joint-and-several-liability scheme. However, any threshold is an imperfect way to screen out tangential tortfeasors, and often the threshold is set too high (50 percent) to serve this function well. When there are many tortfeasors, this Track does not perform well, as it virtually guarantees that several liability will be imposed, regardless of the role of any given tortfeasor in the plaintiff’s injuries. This threshold series also imposes the risk of insolvency on an entirely innocent plaintiff whenever all solvent defendants are below the specified threshold. To the extent that the justification for modifying joint and several liability is

53 Id.
54 Id.
55 Id.
the adoption of comparative responsibility so that the plaintiff may also be legally culpable, imposing the risk of insolvency on an innocent plaintiff is unwarranted.\footnote{56}

(5) **Hybrid System**, in which the variable that determines joint and several liability or several liability is the type of harm suffered by the plaintiff. Independent tortfeasors are jointly and severally liable for economic damages but severally liable for noneconomic harm. “Apportioning the risk of insolvency in this fashion (i.e., defendants bear it with regard to economic harm and plaintiffs bear it with regard to noneconomic harms) thus treats the recovery of economic loss as more important to a plaintiff. In addition, damages for economic harm, being susceptible to objective proof, are subject to considerably less variance in their determination by the factfinder.”\footnote{57} “Some critics contend that this Track works an injustice to those who are not wage earners and thereby suffer a greater proportion of noneconomic damages in a lawsuit. Others, including those that focus on deterrence, would also dispute the proposition that noneconomic damages are less important than economic damages. This Track also treats unfairly the plaintiff who is not comparatively responsible for the injury by imposing the risk of insolvency for noneconomic loss on the innocent plaintiff rather than the culpable defendants. Finally, this Track creates some administrative and practical difficulties in its operation.”\footnote{58}

c. **Other Sources: How “Several” is Each Forum?**

   Although a majority of states have adopted several liability, the variations among the states are significant. In choosing a forum or deciding where to litigate among multiple venues, a particular feature could be critical to a specific party in a specific case. Among the most important variables are as follows:

   (1) What categories of conduct are subject to several liability? Some states exclude strict liability, and some exclude intentional torts.

   (2) Is several liability allocation limited to parties, or does it include non-parties?

\footnote{56}{Id.} \footnote{57}{Id.} \footnote{58}{Id.}
(3) What categories of non-parties, if any, can be allocated? For example, a state might not permit allocation to a person or company not subject to jurisdiction in the forum. Another might not permit allocation to someone immune from suit.

(4) What, if any, prerequisites exist to assign fault to non-parties? Some states set a deadline for defendants to plead or disclose such non-parties and may include deadlines for plaintiffs or defendants to add them as parties.

(5) Does a defendant lose the right to allocate fault if its percentage of fault is above a prescribed percentage?

(6) Are there rules that permit reallocation if one or more of the defendants cannot pay their share?

(7) How do settlements affect allocation by the remaining parties? Several sources list state-by-state variations, but none of them are perfect. For example, the Restatement provides a list of the variations and which states have adopted them. However, the Restatement’s list was compiled in 2000, and changes have occurred since that time. ATRA, an organization that actively sought to replace joint and several liability, includes on its website the most current list available. ATRA’s website lists the states in which joint and several liability was changed or eliminated. However, the site provides little information about the particulars of each state’s form of several liability.

d. Current Summary of State-by-State Several Liability

Appendix A to this Article provides a current chart and summaries of the primary rules in several liability states, along with each state’s idiosyncrasies. First, Appendix A identifies which states presently adhere to joint and several liability and have adopted some form of several liability. In addition, it identifies the several liability states that (1) permit allocation to non-parties in some form; (2) exclude strict product liability from several liability; (3) impose a threshold for several liability, either of

---

59 See infra Appendix A.
60 Id.
61 See infra Appendix A. States which have added joint and several liability rules since 2000, including Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia. See infra Appendix A.
62 Joint and Several Liability, supra note 37.
63 Id.
the plaintiff’s or the defendant’s percentage of fault; and (4) permit some type of reallocation in the event a tortfeasor is unable to pay its proportionate share of the judgment. It also provides notes giving further detail about the particular aspects of the states’ rules.

However, there are more variables than would fit in Appendix A. Section III.F provides a generalized discussion of these variables, which, in some states, address allocation rules concerning different tortfeasors, including those who (1) are immune from several liability, (2) have settled, (3) committed an intentional tort, as well as those subject to strict liability, and (4) are unidentified, such as the hit-and-run driver in a motor vehicle accident. Time and space prevented their state-by-state inclusion in the chart. Still, any of these variables could be extremely important in a particular case and should be researched if the issue is likely to be significant. It is worth noting that these charts, like their predecessors, are likely to become obsolete because state law may continue to change as time passes.

B. THE EFFECT OF THE NARROWING OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION

Personal jurisdiction is the other issue that has increased the filing of multiple actions. The Supreme Court recognized that the standards for general and specific jurisdiction were ambiguous and rendered a series of decisions over the past decade that clarified many of the ambiguities.64 As the Court’s decisions have helped clarify the law on personal jurisdiction, they have also increased the likelihood of filing multiple lawsuits in multiple venues for the same claim.65

---

64 E.g., J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S. 873, 877 (2011) (plurality opinion) (“The rules and standards for determining when a State does or does not have jurisdiction over an absent party have been unclear because of decades-old questions left open in Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., Solano Cty., 480 U.S. 102, 107 . . . (1987).”); Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. 117, 134 (2014) (“This Court has not yet addressed whether a foreign corporation may be subjected to a court’s general jurisdiction based on the contacts of its in-state subsidiary.”).

65 This Article is not intended to express any opinion about the merits of the Court’s decisions concerning personal jurisdiction. Rather, the focus here is solely upon a specific issue that arises now as a consequence of those decisions in conjunction with state several liability laws.
1. General Jurisdiction

The Supreme Court first recognized the distinction between specific and general jurisdiction in the mid-1980s based on a Harvard Law Review article written by two distinguished scholars. One of the cases of that era, Helicopteros Nacionales, described the claim as one based on general jurisdiction, and the Court rejected it on that basis without clearly articulating the applicable criteria.

Starting in 2011, the Court articulated more specific criteria for general jurisdiction. A trilogy of cases limited general jurisdiction almost entirely to the state where a company was incorporated and where its principal place of business is located, i.e., where it is “at home.” Each of these decisions (and others involving specific jurisdiction) reversed lower courts that had upheld personal jurisdiction. As one article explained, the Court has “redefined the landscape of personal jurisdiction and venue over the past several years to limit where civil litigation can be filed against businesses and other defendants with operations in multiple states.”

The Court’s requirement is often a benefit to defendants, but not necessarily so, especially for large companies “at home” in plaintiff-friendly locations. For example, Boeing’s repeated and frequently unsuccessful efforts to remove cases from state court or out of town altogether since moving its headquarters to Chicago.

---


68 Helicopteros Nacionales, 466 U.S. at 418–19; see also Lea Brilmayer, Jennifer Haverkamp & Buck Logan, A General Look at General Jurisdiction, 66 Tex. L. Rev. 721, 744 (1988) (“Although the Helicopteros Court clearly suggested that some contacts count for general jurisdiction while others do not, the opinion itself offers no explicit guidance for distinguishing between them.”).


71 Goldberg, Appel & Schwartz, supra note 17, at 51.

2. **Specific Jurisdiction**

For decades, the Court’s division over the criteria for personal jurisdiction was especially problematic in product liability cases. In the first such case, *World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson*, the Court’s opinion toyed with the concept of the “stream of commerce” in dicta but never explicitly accepted or rejected it or defined its limitations.\(^73\) *World-Wide Volkswagen* predated the Court’s articulation of general and specific jurisdiction. The closest the Court came to accepting a “stream of commerce” theory was in a concurring opinion in *Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of California*,\(^74\) but the majority of the Court did not accept this theory.\(^75\) As a result, the lower courts split, some recognizing a liberal stream of commerce version of personal jurisdiction and others requiring something more.\(^76\) Neither *World-Wide Volkswagen* nor *Asahi* addressed a claim by an injured consumer against a manufacturer. The former involved a claim

\(^73\) *Id.* at 297–98.


\(^75\) See *id.* at 104 (“O’CONNOR, J., announced the judgment of the Court and delivered the opinion for a unanimous Court with respect to Part I, the opinion of the Court with respect to Part II-B, in which REHNQUIST, C.J., and BRENAN, WHITE, MARSHALL, BLACKMUN, POWELL, and STEVENS, J.J., joined, and an opinion with respect to Parts II-A and III, in which REHNQUIST, C.J., and POWELL, and SCALIA, J.J., joined. BRENNAN, J., filed an opinion concurring in part and concurring in the judgment, in which WHITE, MARSHALL, and BLACKMUN, J.J., joined, post, *p. 480 U. S. 116. STEVENS, J., filed an opinion concurring in part and concurring in the judgment, in which WHITE and BLACKMUN, J.J., joined, post, *p. 480 U. S. 121.”).

brought by an injured consumer against a regional distributor; the latter involved an indemnity claim between two foreign manufacturers after settling with the plaintiff.

Nearly a quarter-century after the *Asahi* stalemate, the Court granted certiorari in a conventional product liability case, *J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro*. The Court’s plurality in *J. McIntyre* explicitly acknowledged the stalemate in *Asahi*, stating that the rules and standards for determining state jurisdiction over an absent party “have been unclear because of decades-old questions left open in *Asahi* . . . .” The lack of clarity arising from *Asahi*, for the most part, resulted from its statement of the relation between jurisdiction and the “stream of commerce.” The Court reversed the New Jersey Supreme Court and held that the state court lacked personal jurisdiction over the defendant. But the Court again failed to produce a majority opinion. “The academic community met the *Nicastro* decision with almost unanimous disapproval, decrying the Court’s inability to resolve the stream of commerce theory in particular and to articulate a coherent theory of personal jurisdiction in general.”

Things have changed dramatically since that time. From 2011 to 2020, and after leaving personal jurisdiction “largely un-
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77 *World-Wide Volkswagen Corp.*, 444 U.S. at 288.
78 *Asahi Metal Indus. Co.*, 480 U.S. at 106.
80 *Id.* at 877.
81 *Id.* at 881.
82 *Id.* at 887.
83 See *id.* at 876 (“Justice KENNEDY announced the judgment of the Court and delivered an opinion, in which THE CHIEF JUSTICE, Justice SCALIA, and Justice THOMAS join.”).
changed for almost seventy years,"85 the Court reviewed six such cases, cases which some critics complain “significantly narrowed general and specific jurisdiction.”86 constituted a “stealth revolution” that is “changing the shape of litigation,”87 and “dramatically changed the law.”88

In each such recent case, the Court reversed lower courts’ general and specific personal jurisdiction assertions.89 The Court appears to have signaled its narrowing of the standards for specific jurisdiction by recharacterizing it as “case-linked” jurisdiction.90 As it recently stated in _Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of California_, case-linked jurisdiction “is confined to adjudication of issues deriving from, or connected with, the very controversy that establishes jurisdiction.”91 Absent such a connection, “specific jurisdiction is lacking regardless of the extent of a defendant’s unconnected activities in the State.”92

However, on March 25, 2021, the Court rendered a decision to uphold personal jurisdiction.93 It is notable because the Court had not decided a personal jurisdiction case for the plaintiff for over two decades. The Court decided two cases, on appeals from the state courts in Montana and Minnesota, with similar facts. In both cases, a car was sold in a different state and subsequently re-sold to someone who brought it to the forum jurisdiction where the injury-causing accident occurred.94 Ford argued that the forum had no jurisdiction over it because Ford

---

85 Goldberg, Appel & Schwartz, _supra_ note 17, at 52.
86 Chemerinsky, _supra_ note 17, at 58.
87 Hoffheimer, _supra_ note 17, at 501, 505.
91 137 S. Ct. at 1780. There is uncertainty as to whether the Court’s phrase, “adjudication of issues deriving from, or connected with, the very controversy that establishes jurisdiction,” was intended to clarify, if not alter, the Court’s earlier phrase, that required a showing that the claim “arise[s] out of or relate[s] to,” activities in or directed at the forum. Compare _Bristol-Myers_, 137 S. Ct. at 1780, _with_ Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472–73 (1985) (citing Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 414 (1984)).
92 _Bristol-Myers_, 137 S. Ct. at 1781.
94 _Id._ at 1023.
had not designed, manufactured, or sold the specific car at issue in the forum jurisdiction.  

The Court repeatedly highlighted Ford’s ubiquitous contacts with the forum states, including voluminous sales of the very models of vehicles at issue in the respective cases. The Court recounted that “Ford had systematically served a market in [the forum states] for the very vehicles that the plaintiffs allege malfunctioned and injured them in those States.” The fact that Ford had sold the same models of the vehicles at issue many times in the forum states was a consistent drumbeat throughout the opinion. The Court strongly implied that the opinion was limited to the facts before the Court. Time will tell whether and to what degree lower courts will apply this decision.

Overall, the tightening of jurisdictional standards in cases involving multiple defendants acting in different states increases the probability that some defendants will successfully challenge personal jurisdiction. Likewise, it increases the likelihood that plaintiffs will file multiple complaints in multiple courts to preserve their claims against all defendants, even if some defendants are not subject to suit in the same forum as the rest.

III. SURVIVING THE NEW WORLD

This new environment requires litigators to adjust how they handle cases with multiple defendants based in multiple states. This Article discusses some of their options below.

95 Id.
96 See, e.g., id. at 1022–23, 1028.
97 Id. at 1028 (emphasis added).
98 Id. at 1022 (“Ford did substantial business in the State—among other things, advertising, selling, and servicing the model of vehicle the suit claims is defective.”); see also id. at 1024, 1027–28, 1030, 1032.
99 Id. at 1022 (“[A] state court held that it had jurisdiction over Ford Motor Company in a products-liability suit stemming from a car accident. The accident happened in the State where suit was brought. The victim was one of the State’s residents. And Ford did substantial business in the State—among other things, advertising, selling, and servicing the model of vehicle the suit claims is defective. Still, Ford contends that jurisdiction is improper because the particular car involved in the crash was not first sold in the forum State, nor was it designed or manufactured there. We reject that argument. When a company like Ford serves a market for a product in a State and that product causes injury in the State to one of its residents, the State’s courts may entertain the resulting suit.”) (emphasis added); see also id. at 1028 (“Contrast a case, which we do not address, in which Ford marketed the models in only a different State or region.”).
A. Sue Who?

The Restatement suggests that:

[t]here is much attraction to the basic proposition that a plaintiff should sue all responsible tortfeasors in a single suit and that defendants should join all other parties they claim to be liable in some respect for the plaintiff’s injuries. Allocating responsibility once for an indivisible injury suffered by the plaintiff, in a single proceeding involving all responsible parties, has the advantage of efficiency and avoiding administrative difficulties involved in multiple assessments of responsibility for the same injury.100

The rise of several liability increases the risk that a plaintiff who sues only one of the multiple potential defendants could have her recovery reduced by the negligence of non-parties. But the tightening of personal jurisdiction means that if the plaintiff drags more defendants into one court, the likelihood increases that one or more of the defendants will challenge personal jurisdiction—and prevail. The Restatement’s comments predate the Supreme Court’s clarifications of the standards for personal jurisdiction, which make it more difficult to join all responsible parties in one forum.

These standards pose challenges for defendants, too. Defendants need to consider which other parties should be added and whether the venue permits allocation to non-parties or limits allocation to parties. Moreover, adding defendants may increase the likelihood that some new parties may hurt more than help in the trial. In any event, parties needs to consider how the additional parties are likely to affect the allocation of fault, whether local law has deadlines for either adding third parties or identifying and disclosing non-party tortfeasors, and other variables.101

B. How Many Lawsuits?

Why should a plaintiff file multiple lawsuits, arising from the same accident in multiple venues? A justification is to prevent a substantial percentage of the fault from being assigned to non-

---

100 Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment Liab, § 10 cmt. f (Am. L. Inst. 2000) (citing cases in which courts have held that “a plaintiff who had previously sued and recovered from one defendant could not sue another defendant for the same accident and injuries that were involved in the first suit”); see also David C. Zuckerbrot, Mandatory Joinder of Parties: The Wave of the Future?, 43 Rutgers L. Rev. 53, 61–62 (1990) (explaining some of the strategical reasons that bear on a claimant’s decision whether to join additional potentially liable parties).

101 See infra Appendix A.
parties and thus reduce the plaintiff’s recovery. As a result, defendants who do not have a basis for contesting personal jurisdiction may also have a problem if state law does not allow them to allocate fault to non-parties. However, if a plaintiff is deciding whether to file multiple lawsuits or a defendant is deciding whether to challenge jurisdiction or add third-party defendants, it is imperative to identify the critical target defendants and determine where they are subject to personal jurisdiction as early as possible. What are the pros and cons of one defendant seeking and obtaining dismissal of the lawsuit in State A while defending itself in State B? It is crucial to consider (1) the applicable statutes of limitations; (2) statutes of repose; (3) which states’ statutes toll the statute of limitations or give additional time if a defendant is dismissed for lack of jurisdiction; and (4) the practical differences in the several and joint and several rules in each actual or potential forum.

The chart in Appendix A and figures in Appendix B provide current information about the principal allocation rules of each state. In addition, Section III.F below identifies additional variables that plaintiffs and defendants should consider. Any one of these issues may be significant to a plaintiff or a defendant in a particular case.

C. SOME OF THE POTHOLES

There are various ways multiple lawsuits can produce unintended consequences and, in some situations, significant rewards. Unfortunately, many of these are difficult to predict until after the plaintiff has filed multiple complaints or one or more defendants have sought or obtained a dismissal from the first lawsuit. In any event, a plaintiff’s decision whether to file multiple lawsuits, or a defendant’s antidote of seeking a dismissal for lack of personal jurisdiction, is a critical decision, and counsel should consider—and reconsider—the possible options and their consequences. Although this Article does not discuss all variables, hopefully, those summarized by state in Appendix A, and those discussed generally in Section III.F below, will be a good starting point and help identify other issues worth consideration.

As discussed in Section III.D.2 below, the ideal way to avoid the problems described in this Article is for the parties to agree

---

102 We could add States C and above, but the analysis provided here would likely apply to those situations.
upon a common forum that all parties can live with. If the parties can agree on that objective, the related aspects of making the selected forum work are relatively straightforward. One or more of the alternative solutions discussed below might work in some cases but, other than constructive collaboration, there does not appear to be a one size fits all solution for all such cases.

1. State-to-State Differences in Fault Allocation

When a party litigates the same case in multiple venues, some venues will likely have adopted several liability, while others will follow joint and several liability.103 Moreover, as described above, venues A and B might both recognize several liability, but the differences between them could be highly significant. In addition, one should not overlook the additional fact that States A and B (and others) are likely to have differences on a wide range of other legal issues aside from allocation of fault.104 It is important to recognize the significant differences as part of the plaintiff’s decision whether to file multiple lawsuits and the defendant’s decision whether to challenge personal jurisdiction, possibly identify non-parties, identify the state rules governing whether their fault can be allocated, and, if so, the time limits and procedures that dictate how it is done. These variables should also help litigants decide whether they would rather litigate in State A or State B. For example,

a. State A has pure several liability;105 State B does not allow allocation to non-parties or settled parties.

Assume that a defendant is virtually certain to get a dismissal from State A for lack of personal jurisdiction but is subject to personal jurisdiction in State B. Should the defendant file the motion? If successful, and the defendant ends up litigating in

103 See infra Appendix A (listing the states that retain joint and several liability). Some of the several liability states also retain joint and several in particular circumstances. The footnotes should help the reader easily find the applicable law in each state.

104 See infra Appendix C (providing a preliminary checklist of other issues to consider when deciding whether it would be better to litigate in State A, B, or elsewhere). Undoubtedly, there are additional issues that should be considered in a given case.

105 “Pure several liability” is intended to describe state laws that allow allocation to all persons or entities whose fault contributed to the injury, even if they are immune to suit, have already settled, are not identified, are beyond the reach of personal jurisdiction or otherwise.
State B, they will probably be unable to allocate fault to the other defendants in State A who settled or went to trial. The defendant might get a setoff for whatever they paid; they might not. But if all other defendants litigated or settled in State A, the remaining defendant in state B could wind up liable for 100% of the claim, despite what other defendants paid in State A.

- Same State A and B as above: If the defendant has no basis for allocating fault to a non-party, the settling parties paid significant amounts to settle, and State B allows a setoff for prior settlements, State B might be very favorable to the defendant.

- Another variant of the same example: Suppose a pilot or the pilot’s estate brings a claim but loses in State A. The jury decides that the pilot was 100% at fault. The defendant in State B might obtain a dismissal based on res judicata or collateral estoppel because, at least in some jurisdictions, the plaintiff is bound by the result in the State A trial.

- Conversely, if the jury in State A found that the non-party defendant was 100% at fault, that defendant would probably not be bound by such a judgment in State B because it was rendered in a forum where that defendant was not a participant. Courts are typically “bound by Hansberry v. Lee’s famous maxim that ‘[i]t is a principle of general application in Anglo-American jurisprudence that one is not bound by a judgment in personam in a litigation in which he is not designated as a party.’”

Note that there are myriad variables like these, depending upon the applicable states’ allocation rules, the specific circumstances of the particular case, and the status of the plaintiff and the defendant(s) in the subsequent trials.

2. Appeals

What happens if someone appeals a decision in the first trial? The appeal might involve important issues that affect the second trial. What are the ramifications if the judgment in State A is reversed on appeal? In any event, someone might ask the judge in State B to stay the proceedings pending the outcome of the

---


107 See infra Appendix A.
appeal of a court in State A. The client who “succeeded” in obtaining a dismissal in State A—and perhaps might have done well there—may well either have the case lingering in State B for years or be forced to take it to trial before a final judgment is rendered in State A. Even if the issue in State A is irrelevant to the party sitting in State B, the delay could prevent the entry of a final judgment and thereby adversely affect the proceeding in State B.

3. The First Trial’s Effects on Subsequent Trials

Pursuing a claim in multiple lawsuits can backfire. There is a risk of a party presenting testimony and arguments in the first trial inconsistent with what that party submits in the second trial. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(d)(3) entitles a party to make separate claims or defenses regardless of inconsistency, subject to the constraints of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11.108 Federal courts have interpreted this rule to permit a party to make allegations in a subsequent action inconsistent with the allegations it made in the first.109

However, the right to allege inconsistent positions does not insulate the party—or its witnesses—from being attacked in front of the jury for doing so. “The inconsistent statements may be evidentiary as admissions—convincing, persuasive or of little weight, . . . but in and of themselves, they will not conclude a party as a matter of law.”110 In some cases, judicial estoppel may bar such inconsistent testimony in the subsequent proceeding altogether. Judicial estoppel “prevents a party from asserting a factual position in a legal proceeding that is contrary to a position previously taken by [that party] in a prior legal proceeding.”111 The federal courts unanimously agree that judicial estoppel applies if the prior assertion results in the court’s adoption of that party’s position but are split as to whether a settle-

---

109 See, e.g., Peterson v. McGladrey & Pullen, LLP, 676 F.3d 594, 597 (7th Cir. 2012).
111 Robinson v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc., 781 F.3d 42, 45 (2d Cir. 2015) (alteration in original) (quoting Bates v. Long Island R.R. Co., 997 F.2d 1028, 1037 (2d Cir. 1993)).
ment in the first proceeding is the “equivalent to winning a judgment for purposes of applying judicial estoppel.”

Other complications can arise if the parties fail to coordinate their activities in the various cases early on. Ideally, the parties should confer and develop a protocol to avoid unnecessary, duplicative discovery and how and whether documents and depositions in one forum, as well as product inspections, can be used in the other forum. The parties must be aware of differences in state procedures and rules (e.g., limits on the number or scope of document requests or the length of depositions) and similar issues. And they should also be aware that some discovery in one venue might be irrelevant or even inappropriate in another.

Absent an agreed protocol, initiating discovery in all venues could invite a defendant to move to stay discovery in a venue where it is moving to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. The court has discretion whether to permit jurisdictional discovery and, in federal court, such a request for discovery can be denied if the plaintiff has failed to “present factual allegations that suggested with reasonable particularity the possible existence of the requisite minimum contacts.” Furthermore, a court has discretion to stay consideration of a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction “to allow the parties additional time to engage in discovery relevant to the jurisdictional issue when there is some basis for believing that would be fruitful.” Jurisdictional discovery might properly be limited to the case in which personal jurisdiction is at issue, because it may involve sensitive financial or business information relevant only to personal jurisdiction. However, the parties also must be aware of the risk that the courts where the subsequent cases are pending may not wish to wait for the conclusion of the previous case(s), let alone the additional delay if there are appeals.

---

112 Occidental Fire & Cas. Co. v. Soczynski, 765 F.3d 931, 936 n.4 (8th Cir. 2014) (quoting Rissetto v. Plumbers and Steamfitters Loc. 343, 94 F.3d 597, 604–05 (9th Cir. 1996)); Commonwealth Ins. Co. v. Titan Tire Corp., 398 F.3d 879, 887 (7th Cir. 2004) (concluding that a “favorable settlement . . . may be sufficient to show that the party to be estopped prevailed in the prior case regardless of whether a judicial decision was obtained”).

113 Fatouros v. Lambrakis, 627 F. App’x 84, 88 (3d Cir. 2015) (citing Toys “R” Us, Inc. v. Step Two, S.A., 318 F.3d 446, 456 (3d Cir. 2003)); see also Second Amend. Found. v. U.S. Conf. of Mayors, 274 F.3d 521, 525 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (“To get discovery, however, one must ask for it.”).

4. Time, Effort, and Costs

The cost of trying multiple trials over the same crash can be extremely time-consuming and expensive for all parties. However, a plaintiff likely carries a greater burden than an insurer or large company. Trying multiple trials may be the only way for a plaintiff to obtain personal jurisdiction over every defendant. But doing so can give rise to a variety of other problems. Adding multiple defendants in the blind can be an unforced error unless it is necessary to avoid a statute of limitations or repose. Parties can avoid wasting valuable time and expenses battling over personal jurisdiction by conducting an early and thorough product inspection to eliminate unnecessary parties. Early product inspection can also help a plaintiff avoid unnecessary jurisdiction motions brought by defendants who have no liability exposure. It may be more difficult to motivate some defendants to retain experts early and participate in inspections. Still, given litigation costs, there are practical reasons to rule out unnecessary parties and establish a clear and legitimate basis for liability against others.

D. Consider Federal Court

Assuming diversity or a federal question exists, plaintiffs could file, or defendants could remove, such cases to federal court. Federal courts are better suited to handle multiparty disputes and have tools to manage multiple lawsuits filed in multiple states, such as multidistrict litigation and a generous venue statute.115 Most likely, the impediment is a lack of diversity or subject matter jurisdiction.

1. 28 U.S.C. § 1407: Multidistrict Litigation (MDL)

28 U.S.C. § 1407 empowers the judicial panel on multidistrict litigation (JPML) to transfer related cases to a single district for pretrial proceedings or coordinate such cases.116 The multidistrict litigation (MDL) statute is designed to deal with “civil actions involving one or more common questions of fact [that] are pending in different districts” by authorizing coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.117 The MDL statute is a tool commonly used in airline disaster litigation but far less so in smaller, general aviation cases. It can provide a method to lit-
gate multiple cases in different federal courts arising from the same claim. The MDL statute’s two biggest shortcomings are that MDLs (1) are not designed to conduct trials and (2) can be painfully slow.\footnote{See Delaventura v. Columbia Acorn Trust, 417 F. Supp. 2d 147, 150 (D. Mass. 2006).}

There can be other impediments to MDLs as well. If a movant files a Section 1407 motion to “circumvent [the] obstacles of personal jurisdiction,” such conduct is a “compelling reason for denying the requested transfer.”\footnote{In re Highway Accident Near Rockville, Conn., on Dec. 30, 1972, 388 F. Supp. 574, 576 (J.P.M.L. 1975); see also In re Klein, 923 F. Supp. 2d 1373, 1374 (J.P.M.L. 2013).} Furthermore, the JPML looks to see if alternate solutions can avoid the necessity for an MDL transfer.\footnote{See Order Denying Transfer, MDL No. 2868 (2018).} For example, suitable alternatives to a Section 1407 transfer are often available to minimize duplicative discovery: Notices for a particular deposition can be served in multiple pending actions, thereby making a deposition available in each action; the parties can enter a stipulation that any discovery relevant to more than one action may be used in all those actions; and any party can seek orders from the various courts directing the parties to coordinate their pretrial efforts.\footnote{In re Com. Lighting Prods., Inc. Cont. Litig., 415 F. Supp. 392, 393 (J.P.M.L. 1976).} Moreover, the parties may seek stays of some of the actions pending the outcome of another.\footnote{In re Eli Lilly & Co. (Cephalexin Monohydrate) Pat. Litig., 446 F. Supp. 242, 244 (J.P.M.L. 1978).}


The venue statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1404, provides an effective substitute for the need to pursue multiple lawsuits in multiple venues because it allows cases to be transferred “[f]or the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the interest of justice.”\footnote{28 U.S.C. § 1404(a).} The statute permits a transfer to “any district or division to which all parties have consented.”\footnote{Id.} Moreover, once the cases are transferred to one venue, the court has broad power to “join for hearing or trial any or all matters at issue in the ac-
tions[,]” or “consolidate the actions[,]” or “issue any other orders to avoid unnecessary cost or delay.” 125

Personal jurisdiction, unlike subject matter jurisdiction,126 can be waived.127 Consequently, if the parties want to try all the cases in the same court, they can do so, even if that court does not have personal jurisdiction over one or more parties.

Federal courts have employed both MDL assignment and venue consolidation as tools used in the same case.128 After all, the MDL process is solely designed for pretrial purposes, not to try cases.129 While a transfer under 28 U.S.C. § 1407 for pretrial purposes “can streamline litigation, thereby benefitting the parties and the courts, transfer under Section 1404(a) for all purposes should be attempted, where appropriate.”130 As the JPML stated, “Section 1404 transfer is typically advantageous because it ‘is for all purposes, including trial. For this reason, transfer under Section 1404(a)—where appropriate—can result in a more streamlined action, without the procedural necessity of remand to the transferor court that is required under Section 1407.’”131

Any venue transfer or MDL can and should be sought early in the litigation. The JPML has rejected requests for MDL status because “[t]he relatively advanced status of the [pending case] also weighs against centralization.”132 The Federal Rules allow litigants to raise the issue early in the lawsuit(s).133 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(f) requires the parties to confer about how the litigation should be handled.134 Although Rule 26(f) conferences are often cursory and limited to scheduling, the Federal Rules give the parties far more latitude. Indeed, the Rule 26(f) conference ordinarily leads to a Rule 16 conference

129 Id. at 448.
with the court, in which the court has considerable flexibility, *inter alia*, for “adopting special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult legal questions, or unusual proof problems[.].” Agreeing to consolidate lawsuits into one venue under Section 1404(a) does not obligate the transferee court to apply its law to all cases filed elsewhere. Instead, “the transferee district court must be obligated to apply the state law that would have been applied if there had been no change of venue.”

3. Secondary Rules

a. Supplemental Jurisdiction

At first, one might assume that joining all potential defendants in one federal court trial would be permissible via the supplemental jurisdiction provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1367 added in 1990. After all, supplemental jurisdiction under Section 1367 was intended to eliminate the confusion of various case-law concepts, including pendent jurisdiction (or “pendent claim”), pendent-party jurisdiction, and ancillary jurisdiction. Con-
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135 Id. 26(f)(3)(F), 26(f)(4).
136 Id. 16(c)(2)(L).
139 See United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 725 (1966). Pendent jurisdiction arises when the plaintiff asserts both a federal law claim and a state law claim under the same facts, but in which the parties lack diversity.
140 Aldinger v. Howard, 427 U.S. 1, 14 (1976) (“The situation with respect to the joining of a new party, however, strikes us as being both factually and legally different from the situation facing the Court in Gibbs and its predecessors. From a purely factual point of view, it is one thing to authorize two parties, already present in federal court by virtue of a case over which the court has jurisdiction, to litigate in addition to their federal claim a state-law claim over which there is no independent basis of federal jurisdiction. But it is quite another thing to permit a plaintiff, who has asserted a claim against one defendant with respect to which there is federal jurisdiction, to join an entirely different defendant on the basis of a state-law claim over which there is no independent basis of federal jurisdiction, simply because his claim against the first defendant and his claim against the second defendant ‘derive from a common nucleus of operative fact.’”) (quoting United Mine Workers, 383 U.S. at 725), superseded by statute, 28 U.S.C. 1367, as recognized in Alexander by Alexander v. Goldome Credit Corp., 772 F. Supp. 1217, 1221 n.8 (M.D. Ala. 1991).
141 Ancillary jurisdiction “encompassed only additional claims that were closely related to the original action that conferred federal jurisdiction on the district court. The defendant’s or third party’s claims had to be factually similar to and
gress’s enactment of the statute in 1990 was in response to the Supreme Court’s decision the previous year that rejected the court-created doctrine of pendent-party jurisdiction. However, 28 U.S.C. § 1367(b) specifically precludes the use of supplemental jurisdiction when subject matter jurisdiction is based solely on diversity. For this reason, Section 1367(b) is not a pathway to circumvent diversity jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332. Still, it can be important and helpful when claims arise out of a federal question under 28 U.S.C. § 1331.

b. Joinder

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a)(1)(A) requires joinder if “in that person’s absence, the court cannot accord complete relief among existing parties . . .” Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a)(1)(B) requires joinder if the absent person “claims an interest relating to the subject of the action” and their absence may “as a practical matter impair or impede the person’s ability to protect the interest” or “leave an existing party subject to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations because of the interest.” In many states, the jury might allocate fault to the non-party. Therefore, a non-party’s absence could reduce the plaintiff’s recovery without a binding judgment against the non-party. Conversely, in states where the jury can only allocate fault to parties, the absence of the non-party could result in greater liability for defendants, thereby undermining the objective of several liability to limit each party to its percentage of responsibility. Superficially, one would think that Rule 19 would at least permit, and
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142 Murphy, supra note 141, at 974, 1000; see also Darren J. Gold, Note, Supplemental Jurisdiction over Claims by Plaintiffs in Diversity Cases: Making Sense of 28 U.S.C. § 1367(b), 93 MICH. L. REV. 2133, 2145 (1995).

143 28 U.S.C. §§ 1367(b), 1332.

144 FED. R. CIV. P. 19(a)(1)(A).

145 Id. 19(a)(1)(B).
perhaps require, joinder of non-parties who should share the risk of liability.

However, other provisions render Rule 19 unlikely to apply for the same reasons as supplemental jurisdiction. Required joinder is conditioned on the premise that the joinder “will not deprive the court of subject-matter jurisdiction . . . .”146 “If a joined party objects to venue and the joinder would make venue improper, the court must dismiss that party.”147

As mentioned previously, Section 1367 (the supplemental jurisdiction statute) also shuts the door to using joinder to circumvent diversity jurisdiction requirements.148 Section 1367 specifically precludes the use of any of the joinder rules if such joinder would be inconsistent with the requirements of the diversity statute.149 So permissive joinder under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 20 will fail in cases where complete diversity is lacking.

Nor do joinder rules circumvent personal jurisdiction. Even if there is no diversity problem, limitations on personal jurisdiction also limit joinder under Rule 19(b), based on the court’s consideration of whether joinder of the party is not “feasible.”150 Courts have held that joinder is not feasible when the absentee is not subject to personal jurisdiction.151


While state courts do not have a mechanism to consolidate related lawsuits in other states, it remains an open question whether Congress could authorize federal courts to exercise national personal jurisdiction. The plurality opinion of the Supreme Court in J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro suggests that Congress could empower federal district courts to handle cases when no single state court can but in which one or more de-
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146 Id. 19(a)(1).
147 Id. 19(a)(3).
149 See id. The statute also specifies Rules 14 and 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
fendants has a national presence. The rationale was that the due process limitations on state courts arise from the Fourteenth Amendment, whereas due process limitations on federal courts arise from the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. The Court’s plurality opinion states:

It may be that, assuming it were otherwise empowered to legislate on the subject, the Congress could authorize the exercise of jurisdiction in appropriate courts. That circumstance is not presented in this case, however, and it is neither necessary nor appropriate to address here any constitutional concerns that might be attendant to that exercise of power. . . . Nor is it necessary to determine what substantive law might apply were Congress to authorize jurisdiction in a federal court in New Jersey. . . . (“The issue is personal jurisdiction, not choice of law”). A sovereign’s legislative authority to regulate conduct may present considerations different from those presented by its authority to subject a defendant to judgment in its courts. Here the question concerns the authority of a New Jersey state court to exercise jurisdiction, so it is petitioner’s purposeful contacts with New Jersey, not with the United States, that alone are relevant.

Academia has debated whether the Fifth Amendment permits Congress—or even the courts—to authorize national personal jurisdiction over defendants with significant contacts with the United States as a whole. At present, this is an unlikely option for a litigant in the absence of additional congressional action. However, there are a few situations in which the courts can apply national personal jurisdiction under existing law. In addition, other possible avenues should be considered as possible means to join all defendants in a single proceeding for purposes of several liability, such as supplemental jurisdiction and the joinder rules. However, at present, each of these procedures

---

153 See id. at 873–74.
154 See id. at 884.
155 Id. at 885–86 (citations omitted).
156 E.g., Jonathan Remy Nash, National Personal Jurisdiction, 68 EMORY L.J. 509, 525 (2019); Patrick J. Borchers, Extending Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(K)(2): A Way to (Partially) Clean Up the Personal Jurisdiction Mess, 67 AM. U. L. REV. 413, 417 (2017) (“Although the Supreme Court has never ruled on the issue, most lower courts and other authorities are of the opinion that some variant of the ‘national contacts’ test applies to cases under the Fifth Amendment.”).
157 Nash, supra note 156, at 534.
has limitations that are likely to preclude them as a simple solution.

It has been over a decade since the Nicastro plurality suggested national jurisdiction, and Congress has yet to accept the invitation.

E. DEFENDANT’S OPTIONS

Defendants have options for countering multiple lawsuits brought on behalf of the same plaintiff.

1. Move to Dismiss Duplicative Lawsuits

If a plaintiff files multiple lawsuits against the same parties in multiple courts, can the defendant dismiss all but one of them for reasons other than lack of personal jurisdiction? Even if the defendants could obtain dismissals, should they?

At common law, a party could file a plea of abatement to object to duplicative complaints. Courts have the power to dismiss or stay a lawsuit because another action is pending. Although the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure did not include multiple lawsuits as a basis for dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(1), federal courts have the authority to use their discretion to consider abatement of the duplicative claims. In an environment where defendants have a stronger basis to challenge personal jurisdiction, one would assume that the filing of multiple lawsuits when facing jurisdictional challenges and several liability issues would dissuade most judges from dismissing multiple lawsuits filed for those reasons.

There is a split of authority about whether a plaintiff can bring multiple actions arising from the same accident. In 1995, John Scott Hickman wrote an article thoroughly addressing the subject and opining that courts should limit litigants to one action to determine the percentages of fault in the absence of joint and several liability. He cited various cases that preclude multiple actions based upon the entire controversy doctrine, collateral estoppel, and statutory interpretation mandating a

---


162 Hickman, supra note 10, passim.
one-action rule.\textsuperscript{163} Other courts have rendered contrary decisions, for example, by reasoning that the second action was not barred because it was brought against a different defendant or raised issues not included in the first lawsuit.\textsuperscript{164}

Hickman advocated a rule that would require all defendants to be involved in a single trial to serve the goals of "efficiency, fairness, and consistency of judgments in comparative fault jurisdictions."\textsuperscript{165} His practical solution, offered in 1995, may not be achievable today in light of current personal jurisdiction standards. Short of a disaster that spawns an MDL proceeding, or reliance on the venue statute discussed above,\textsuperscript{166} a rule that would require all defendants to be in a single trial appears to be the only mechanism to consolidate lawsuits pending in multiple states and try them together. Using federal court for this purpose depends upon whether there is subject-matter jurisdiction over the parties and a willingness of the parties to litigate in federal court.

Even though the tightening of personal jurisdiction standards is likely to encourage defendants to contest personal jurisdiction in each forum, is it worthwhile to do so? For some defendants, definitely so. For example, a defendant with limited resources or one whose liability is minimal or nonexistent should usually challenge personal jurisdiction if they can. But other defendants should be more cautious. There are two primary shortcomings to winning a motion to dismiss duplicative lawsuits: (1) that, despite multiple lawsuits, none would have all parties present; and (2) although clients invariably appreciate a defense lawyer who obtains early dismissals from lawsuits, dismissals based on personal jurisdiction do not automatically get the client off the hook. A dismissal based on personal jurisdiction, by definition, is without prejudice.\textsuperscript{167}

Consequently, before challenging personal jurisdiction, a defendant should consider: (1) whether the motion, if granted, will result in the end of the case for that defendant or simply give rise to litigation in another forum; and (2) whether the alternate venues are likely to be better or worse than where the present lawsuit was filed. For example, the courts where the de-

\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 753–58.
\textsuperscript{164} Id. at 759–61.
\textsuperscript{165} Id. at 762.
\textsuperscript{166} 28 U.S.C. § 1404.
fendant is “at home” may be more troublesome than the court where the lawsuits are filed. The cost of challenging personal jurisdiction may include far more than the motion papers and oral argument. The plaintiff may seek jurisdictional discovery, which could be expensive and time-consuming, either in producing voluminous and sensitive commercial information or filing additional motions objecting to the scope of the discovery sought. Consequently, obtaining dismissals in four out of five lawsuits may ultimately cost more than not challenging at all.

Furthermore, although Congress and the Supreme Court have limited the avenues for personal jurisdiction, some lower courts seem more reluctant to toss aside precedent that predates and are inconsistent with the Court’s recent decisions. Therefore, in deciding to dismiss a case based on personal jurisdiction, it is essential to consider the potential time and cost of appeals and the risk that, at the end of the appellate process, the client may still have to endure the cost of litigating the merits of the case.

168 Consider Boeing, which is now “at home” in Chicago, which has long been identified by the ATRA as a “judicial hellhole.” See Am. Tort Reform Found., Judicial Hellholes 2010/2011 (2010), https://www.judicialhellholes.org/cook-county-illinois_2010-11/ [perma.cc/BS4U-8K8J]. Although it can attempt to escape via forum non conveniens, Boeing should have no basis to challenge personal jurisdiction in its “home.”

169 Compare, e.g., Ford Motor Co. v. Mont. Eighth Jud. Dist. Ct., 2019 MT 115, ¶ 21, 395 Mont. 478, 443 P.3d 407 (Mont. 2019), aff’d, 141 S. Ct. 1017 (2021) (finding jurisdiction over Ford involving a vehicle that was sold in Washington, resold ten years later and registered in Montana) (“Where a company first designed, manufactured, or sold a vehicle is immaterial to the personal jurisdiction inquiry . . .”), and Bandemer v. Ford Motor Co., 931 N.W.2d 744, 753 (Minn. 2019), aff’d, 141 S. Ct. 1017 (2021) (Ford “argues that ‘[n]o part of Ford’s allegedly tortious conduct—designing, manufacturing, warrantying, or warning about the 1994 Crown Victoria—occurred in Minnesota.’ Those contacts are only those that cause the claim, though. As we explained above, the requirements of due process are met so long as Ford’s contacts relate to the claim.”) (alteration in original), with Brown v. Ford Motor Co., 347 F. Supp. 3d 1347, 1350 (N.D. Ga. 2018) (“Ford’s ‘continuous activity of some sorts within [Georgia] is not enough to support the demand that the corporation be amenable to suits unrelated to that activity.’”) (alteration in original) (citation omitted), and Pitts v. Ford Motor Co., 127 F. Supp. 3d 676, 686 (S.D. Miss. 2015) (finding no specific personal jurisdiction over Ford in Mississippi where the plaintiffs purchased their vehicle in Texas and crashed in Mississippi because there was no “meaningful connection” between the claims and Ford’s Mississippi contacts).
2. **Res Judicata/Collateral Estoppel**

A defendant’s victory in the first trial may give rise to res judicata or collateral estoppel challenges against the plaintiff in the second trial. However, a plaintiff’s victory in the first trial would probably not justify res judicata or collateral estoppel in the second trial against a defendant who was not a party in the first.

For example, suppose the plaintiff’s decedent was the pilot. Plaintiff’s first trial is against the engine manufacturer, and the second trial is against the fixed-base operator (FBO) who performed maintenance on the engine. The forum permits the jury verdict to assess the fault of non-parties as well as the parties. The plaintiff alleges that an engine failure caused the crash. The manufacturer argues that the crash was caused solely by pilot error. Further, suppose that the first trial is exclusively against the manufacturer because the court had granted the FBO’s motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. The jury renders a verdict for the manufacturer. Even though the verdict form listed the FBO and the manufacturer, the jury found the pilot 100% at fault. In all likelihood, res judicata or collateral estoppel would probably result in a dismissal of the second trial because the first court found that the pilot was 100% at fault.

Conversely, suppose under the same facts, the jury in the first case concludes that the non-party FBO was 100% at fault. The manufacturer has prevailed, but the plaintiff is unlikely to be able to invoke res judicata or collateral estoppel over the FBO if it was not a party to the trial.

**F. KNOWN UNKNOWNS OF SEVERAL LIABILITY LAWS**

If multiple lawsuits are filed in multiple states that have adopted several liability, the state laws are unlikely to be the same. Any single difference may be extremely important in any given case, as shown in the variations provided in Appendix A.

The most significant additional variations concern which categories of tortfeasors are subject to allocation of fault (e.g., whether

---

170 See discussion supra Section III.C.1.
171 See discussion supra Section III.C.1.
172 Cf. Bowen v. United States, 570 F.2d 1311, 1323 (7th Cir. 1978) (National Transportation Safety Board decision in enforcement hearing precluded plaintiff from relitigating the issue of whether he violated the safety regulations by flying his aircraft into known icing conditions, an issue that had been finally determined adversely to him in the administrative proceeding.).
173 See discussion supra Section III.C.1
it includes those who are immune, who have settled, whose tortious conduct was intentional, and who are unknown or unidentified actors) and whether they must be added to the lawsuit as a prerequisite to allocation. Not all these variations are in Appendix A, so they are discussed below.

1. **Immunity**

Some, but not all, several liability state laws preclude allocation of fault to persons or entities who are immune from suit. The most common immunity from suit arises from the exclusivity provision of most workers’ compensation statutes.\(^{174}\) Among the other categories of immunity are “sovereign immunity, diplomatic immunity, parental immunity, interspousal immunity, charitable immunity, the immunity of government officials, and the immunity of municipal corporations.”\(^{175}\)

Moreover, there is ambiguity about what “immune” means in this context. Some kinds of immunity, either by statute or common law, preclude liability even though the actor “may have committed a tort, but by reason of a statutory or common law designation based on public policy, the defendant cannot be held liable for the tort.”\(^{176}\) Other kinds of immunity may be regarded as “nominal immunity.” For example, someone who owed no duty or did not breach any existing duty might be regarded as having “nominal immunity.”\(^{177}\) In some states, such a person may not have any allocable “share” of responsibility to others.\(^{178}\) The Restatement’s “C” series “reflects the current majority rule in several-liability jurisdictions by stating that ‘the plaintiff, each defendant, and each other identified person[,] whose tortious conduct was a legal cause of the plaintiff’s damages for which several liability is imposed are submitted to the fact finder for an assignment of a percentage of comparative responsibility.’ Thus, in the C series, the plaintiff bears the cost of tortious insolvent or immune persons, and the defendant is spared from liability in excess of its responsibility.”\(^{179}\)

\(^{174}\) See, e.g., Ireland, supra note 46, at 822–24.

\(^{175}\) Cardi, supra note 29, at 1295.

\(^{176}\) Id. (footnote omitted).

\(^{177}\) Id. at 1296.

\(^{178}\) Id.

\(^{179}\) Id. at 1308 (alteration in original) (footnotes omitted).
2. Settlements

If the plaintiff settled with one person and obtained a judgment against another in traditional joint and several liability jurisdictions, there is typically no basis to compare their relative fault. Instead, the judgment would be offset by the amount the plaintiff already obtained in the settlement. But if a defendant’s settlement seemed unfairly cheap, then things could get messy. If A was 99% at fault but only had a $25,000 liability insurance policy and no other assets, defendant B, who was 1% at fault, would have to pay the entire amount of damages and only receive a credit for the $25,000 previously paid. This conundrum was a major reason states switched to several liability. Most several liability states—but not all—would only impose 1% of the total damages on B (e.g., his proportionate share of the fault). Not all states follow this pattern, so it is important to know the rule in each forum. Moreover, if there is a difference between the rule in the state where A settled and where B was found to be 1% at fault, the parties may need to brief the choice-of-law issue to determine which state’s allocation rules apply. Furthermore, if a plaintiff has filed in multiple states, the standards by which a settlement is approved may vary. Even if the parties all agree where they want to see court approval, another state’s law may also require its own approval. This is especially likely in cases involving minors and incapacitated persons, either as parties or beneficiaries.


181 See generally id.

182 Section 885(3) of the Second Restatement of Torts states that the non-settling party is entitled to a credit for the payment of the settling tortfeasor. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 885(3) (Am. L. Inst. 1979). This provision was replaced by § 16 of the Third Restatement of Torts, which suggests a “comparative share” rule, in which the allocation to the settling party is based on the factfinder’s percentages of comparative fault rather than the amount of the settlement. See Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment Liability, § 16 (Am. L. Inst. 2000).


184 For example, the State of Washington requires approval of such settlements in every settlement of such a claim, whether filed in court or not, and, if a claim was filed in court, requires a hearing in that county to approve the settlement. Wash. Super. Ct. Spec. P. R. 98.16W(a).
Although several liability statutes are generally assumed to favor defendants, plaintiffs can use several liability to their advantage too. For example, unlike joint and several jurisdictions, most several liability states have replaced the traditional rule that allowed non-settling parties to offset money the plaintiff obtained from prior settlements and protect non-settling parties by ensuring that they will only be held liable for their percentage of fault. If the plaintiff can pick off defendants, one by one, it may be possible to recover more than 100% of the value of the claim because there are no setoffs. The plaintiff has to persuade multiple defendants that their percentage of exposure is greater than they think. As more defendants settle out, those remaining defendants receive no offset and may pay more because they risk exposure to the entire verdict. However, if four defendants are each persuaded to settle for 50% of the likely verdict, several liability works to the plaintiff’s benefit.

Typically, states with joint and several liability may mitigate the all-or-nothing consequences via contribution statutes or common law indemnity. By contrast, those remedies are sometimes eliminated or rendered irrelevant in several liability jurisdictions.

3. Intentional and Strict Liability Tortfeasors

Most several liability states exclude allocation of the fault of intentional tortfeasors, and a smaller number exclude strict liability. However, a “growing minority of states” now permit the finder of fact to consider all misdeeds of other parties and non-parties on the rationale that doing so “ensure[s] that no party . . . pay[s] more than its ‘fair share’ of the fault.” Excluding intentional misconduct makes little sense because it provides more protection for those guilty of deliberate misconduct.

---

185 Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP, supra note 180, at 3.
186 E.g., Petrolane Inc. v. Robles, 154 P.3d 1014, 1019–20 (Alaska 2007) (“[T]he rule against double recovery is grounded in joint and several liability.”).
187 Cf. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment Liab. § 23 cmt. f (Am. L. Inst. 2000); see also Lasley v. Combined Transp., Inc., 261 P.3d 1215, 1227 (Or. 2011) (en banc) (contribution statutes still remain but “circumstances in which a defendant will pay more than its proportional share and, therefore, have a reason to seek contribution from a codefendant will be quite limited”). Also, “a common-law indemnity claim is inconsistent with that statutory scheme and is not justified.” Eclectic Inv., LLC v. Patterson, 354 P.3d 678, 680 (Or. 2015) (en banc).
189 Id. at 370–71, 379.
than inadvertent errors. Likewise, it makes little sense to refuse to allow a product manufacturer to allocate fault to a third party’s negligence if the basis of the manufacturer’s liability is strict liability, whose liability is therefore not based on negligent conduct at all.

4. Unknown and Unidentifiable Actors

Consider hit and run auto collisions, or imagine an aircraft is severely damaged overnight by persons unknown while parked at a remote, privately owned airport. An investigation fails to identify the perpetrator. If the airport was negligent, the airplane owner could recover the entire damages from the airport in a joint and several liability state. In a several liability state, the answer varies from state to state. One state might permit the fault of everyone to be considered, including the unidentified culprit, or it might limit the allocation to parties—including those added by the defendant—in which case the airport owner would not be able to reduce its liability by allocating to the vandals. Or, the state law might allow the defendant to find and name other tortfeasors and then give the plaintiff a prescribed period to amend and add and serve those parties.

IV. THE RECOMMENDED SOLUTION: NEGOTIATE A FORUM ALL PARTIES CAN ACCEPT

It behooves plaintiffs and defendants alike to try to agree upon a common forum, if possible. As pointed out above, if the lawsuits are filed in federal courts, an agreement among the parties empowers the judge(s) to transfer the cases to a single venue pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1404, so that the cases themselves can be consolidated for a single trial. Understandably, it may be difficult to reach a consensus, and one contrarian can sabotage a constructive solution. Defendants might view the plaintiffs’ favorite forum choice as a “judicial hellhole” in which defendants fear that they won’t get a fair trial. Conversely, plaintiffs might
believe that the defendants’ preferred forum could be one in which no plaintiff has a chance. If the parties cannot reach a consensus, they might consider mediating that narrow issue.192

Litigators and judges need to understand where we are in order to succeed in this environment. The dangers of overlooking the differences in allocation rules from state to state, which differences make a real difference in a particular case, how to avoid the surprises that could drastically alter a plaintiff’s recovery or a defendant’s exposure, and what options are available and whether they work to the client’s benefit.

192 In addition to trying to agree upon a forum for all parties, they might also address other related issues, such as: (1) dismissal of all other lawsuits pending elsewhere (and no others to be filed); (2) an early deadline for adding new parties; (3) dropping any motions to dismiss based on personal jurisdiction, service of process and similar issues; (4) coordination of discovery and scheduling among all pending cases; and (5) consider whether to try for a consensus as to choice of law.
## APPENDIX A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Pure Joint &amp; Several</th>
<th>Several</th>
<th>Non-Parties’ Fault Allowed if Included</th>
<th>Strict Product Liability Excluded</th>
<th>Fault Percentage Threshold Uncollectable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>X^{193}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>X^{194}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>X^{196}</td>
<td>Yes^{197}</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>X^{198}</td>
<td>Yes^{199}</td>
<td>No^{200}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>X^{201}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes^{202}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>X^{203}</td>
<td>Yes^{204}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


^{194} Allocation “to each claimant, defendant, third-party defendant, person who has been released from liability, or other person responsible for the damages unless the person was identified as a potentially responsible person, the person is not a person protected from a civil action under AS 09.10.055 . . . .” ALASKA STAT. § 09.17.080(a)(2) (2021). Non-parties are “parties [that] had a sufficient opportunity to join that person in the action but chose not to . . . .” Id.

^{195} Id. § 09.17.080(d); Sowinski v. Walker, 198 P.3d 1134, 1149–50 (Alaska 2008).


^{197} Including the fault of employers. Twin City Fire Ins. Co. v. Leija, 422 P.3d 1033, 1036 (Ariz. 2018). Fault can be allocated to settled parties and anyone at fault “regardless of whether the person was, or could have been, named as a party to the suit.” ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-2506(B).

^{198} ARK. CODE ANN. § 16-55-201(a)–(b) (2021); Corn v. Farmers Ins. Co., 430 S.W.3d 655, 659 (Ark. 2013).

^{199} Includes fault of all persons or entities. Johnson v. Rockwell Automation, Inc., 308 S.W.3d 135, 140 (Ark. 2009) (quoting ARK. CODE ANN. § 16-55-202(a)).


^{201} Joint and several liability solely for economic damages, and several liability for non-economic damages. CAL. CIV. CODE § 1431.2(a) (West 2021). “Nothing contained in this measure is intended, in any way, to alter the law of immunity.” Id. § 1431.3.

^{202} Split of authority on whether and when joint and several liability still applies to strict liability claims. Compare Romine v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 169 Cal. Rptr. 3d 208, 226 (Cal. Ct. App. 2014) (“[C]ourts held that Proposition 51 does not apply in a strict products liability action when a single defective product produced a single injury to the plaintiff. That is, all the defendants in the stream of commerce of that single product remain jointly and severally liable.”), with Bigler-Engler v. Breg, Inc., 213 Cal. Rptr. 3d 82, 124 (Cal. Ct. App. 2017) (“The repeated judicial application of the term ‘comparative fault’ to claims and proceedings involving strict products liability strongly suggests, if it does not prove, that the voters intended the term [in Proposition 51] (or must be deemed to have intended it) to encompass such claims.”) (alteration in original).

^{203} COLO. REV. STAT. § 12-21-111.5(1) (2021).

^{204} Ninety days for the plaintiff to add non-party after the defendant gives notice of non-party fault. Id. § 13-21-111.5(3)(b); Redden v. SCI Colo. Funeral
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Claim Splitting</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

205 CONN. GEN. STAT. § 52-572h(c) (2021).
207 CONN. GEN. STAT. § 52-572h(g)(1) (one year after final judgment).
211 The defendant must plead the fault of any non-party. FLA. STAT. § 768.81(3)(a)(1).
212 GA. CODE ANN. § 51-12-33(b) (2021); Martin v. Six Flags Over Georgia II, L.P., 801 S.E.2d 24, 36 (Ga. 2017) (quoting GA. CODE ANN. § 51-12-33(b)).
213 GA. CODE ANN. § 51-12-33(c).
214 See HAW. REV. STAT. § 663-31(a) (2020); Ozaki v. Ass’n of Apartment Owners of Discovery Bay, 954 P.2d 644, 647 (Haw. 1998).
220 IND. CODE § 34-51-2-8(b)(1). Setoff of amount paid by settlement offsets a defendant’s liability only if the defendant asserts a non-party defense against the settling party. R.L. McCoy, Inc. v. Jack, 772 N.E.2d 987, 991 (Ind. 2002).
221 IOWA CODE § 668.4 (2021). Joint and several liability does not apply to defendants found to be less than 50% of the total fault; any defendant found to bear 50% or more of fault is only jointly and severally liable for economic damages. Id.; see also Reilly v. Anderson, 727 N.W.2d 102, 113 (Iowa 2006).
222 IOWA CODE § 668.4.
Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Fault Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>X (223)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>X (225) Yes (226) No (227)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>X (228) Yes (229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>X (230) No (231) X (232)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>X (233)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>X (234) No (235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>X (236) No (237) No (238) X (239)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>X (240) X (241) X (242)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>X (243) Yes (244) No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>X (245) No X (246)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


224 See Kan. Stat. Ann. § 60-258a(c) (on motion of any party at fault, any non-party at fault must be joined as an additional party).


226 See id. § 411.182(4).

227 Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp. v. Parrish, 58 S.W.3d 467, 474 (Ky. 2001).


229 Fault is allocated “regardless of whether the person is a party to the action or a nonparty, and regardless of the person’s insolvency, ability to pay, [or] immunity by statute . . . .” Id. art. 2323(A); see also Keith v. U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co., 694 So. 2d 180, 182 (La. 1997).


231 The jury may compare the conduct of seller with that of the plaintiff, other than that based on failure to discover the defect. Hinton v. Outboard Marine Corp., 828 F. Supp. 2d 366, 382 (D. Me. 2011).


233 Carter v. Wallace & Gale Asbestos Settlement Tr., 96 A.3d 147, 159 (Md. 2014).


237 Id. § 600.6304(1)(b).

238 Id. § 600.6304(8).

239 Id. § 600.6304(6)(b).

240 Minn. Stat. § 604.02(1) (2020).

241 “[P]ersons are jointly and severally liable for the whole award” if the person’s fault “is greater than 50 percent . . . .” Id.

242 Id. § 604.02(2) (within one year after judgment).


244 Includes fault by immune tortfeasors. Id.


246 Joint and several liability applies to a defendant if that defendant is 51% or more at fault. Millentree v. Tent Rest. Operations, Inc., 618 F. Supp. 2d 1072, 1074 (W.D. Mo. 2009).
Montana | X 247 | No 248 | X 249 | X 250
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Nebraska | X 251 | | Yes 252 |
Nevada | X 253 | No | Yes 254 |
New Hampshire | X 255 | | X 256 | X 257
New Jersey | X 258 | No | | X 259
New Mexico | X 260 | Yes 261 | Yes 262 |
New York | X 263 | Yes 264 | No 265 | X 266
North Carolina | X 267 | | No |

248 Id. § 27-1-703(4); Metro Aviation, Inc. v. United States, 305 P.3d 832, 836 (Mont. 2013).
249 Several but not joint liability applies to any defendant determined to be 50% or less at fault. Mont. Code Ann. § 27-1-703(2).
250 Id. § 27-1-703(5).
254 Several liability does not apply for strict liability, intentional torts, or injury arising from a product manufactured, distributed, sold, or used in Nevada. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 41.141(5) (a), (b), (e).
256 Non-settling defendant entitled to a credit for the settlement unless there is a finding of “minimal fault.” Tiberhein v. B.R. Jones Roofing Co., 931 A.2d 1223, 1227 (N.H. 2007).
259 Several liability unless that party is 60% or more responsible for the total damages. Id. § 2A:15-5.3(a), (c). If a jury assigns a percentage of fault to a settling defendant, it operates as a credit against the plaintiff’s recovery. Rowe v. Bell & Gossett Co., 218 A.3d 784, 789 (N.J. 2019).
261 See id. § 41-3A-1(B).
262 See id. § 41-3A-1(C)(3).
264 The fault of any non-party shall not be considered in determining liability if unable to obtain jurisdiction over such person. See id. Several liability solely for non-economic damages and solely in personal injury claims. See id. § 1602 (listing 14 exceptions, including “any person held liable in a product liability action where the manufacturer of the product is not a party to the action” due to lack of personal jurisdiction).
265 But see id. § 1602(10).
266 Several liability for a defendant that is 50% or less at fault. Id. § 1601(1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

268 N.D. Cent. Code § 32-03.2-02 (2021).
269 Id.
271 The percentage of fault includes persons from whom the plaintiff did not seek recovery. Id. § 2307.23(A)(2).
272 Joint and several liability for economic loss for the defendant that is more than 50% at fault. Id. § 2307.22(A)(1).
277 Any damages allowed shall be diminished in proportion to the percentage of fault attributable to the claimant. Id. § 31.600(1).
278 Id. § 31.610(3)–(4). One year after final judgment, unless the defendant’s fault is less than the plaintiff’s or more than 25%.
279 If a claim is settled with a pro tanto release, the verdict is setoff in the dollar amount of the consideration paid by the settling tortfeasor to the plaintiff. Taylor v. Solberg, 778 A.2d 664, 666 n.1 (Pa. 2001). Where the pro rata setoff method is used, the verdict is reduced by the settling defendant’s proportionate share of the verdict. Id.
280 42 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 7102(a.1)(1) (2021). Joint and several liability applies to intentional torts or if the defendant is more than 60% at fault. Id. § 7102(a.1)(3).
281 Id. § 7102(a.1)(1).
282 Id. § 7102(a).
285 Other than a defendant whose conduct is willful, wanton, reckless, grossly negligent, or intentional or involves the use, sale, or possession of alcohol or the illicit use, sale, or possession of drugs, a defendant can assert that a non-party contributed to the alleged injury or damages and may be liable for any or all of the damages. Id. v15-38-15(D)–(F).
286 Joint and several liability does not apply to any defendant whose conduct is less than 50% of the total fault of all defendants and plaintiff. Id. § 15-38-15(A).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

287 S.D. CODIFIED LAWS §§ 15-8-15.1 (2021). A modified form of several liability applies such that a party less than 50% at fault under joint and several liability may not be liable for more than twice its percentage of fault.

288 See id. § 15-8-15.2.

289 Id. § 15-8-15.1.


291 Plaintiff can add non-parties as parties to the case even if the statute of limitations has run if the plaintiff files an amended pleading within ninety days of the answer alleging such non-party’s fault. TENN. CODE ANN. § 20-1-119(a) (2021).

292 Strict liability remains joint and several. Owens v. Truckstops of Am., 915 S.W.2d 420, 432 (Tenn. 1996) (“[J]oint and several liability against parties in the chain of distribution of a product is essential to the theory of strict products liability.”).

293 TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. §§ 33.011(4), 33.013(a).

294 Those subject to a “percentage of responsibility” include “each claimant, each defendant, each settling person, or each responsible third party . . . .” Id. § 33.011.

295 Joint and several liability applies to a defendant who is more than 50% at fault. Id. § 33.013(b)(1).

296 Id. § 33.015(c). If a liable defendant does not pay its proportion, the remaining defendants who are jointly and severally liable must contribute based on their respective percentages of responsibility.

297 UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-5-818(3), -819 (West 2021).

298 Non-parties at fault can be on the verdict form, and fault can be allocated to the “empty chair” when identified appropriately and timely. Id. § 78B-5-818(2); see also Utah R. Civ. P. 9(I) (Allocation of fault). Utah’s legislature made these restrictions in response to the decision in Field v. Boyer Co., L.C., 952 P.2d 1078, 1080–81 (Utah 1998), which limited allocation to non-parties. Many thanks to Edward Havas for his contribution at the Air Law Symposium to this entry.

299 UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-5-818(2). A plaintiff may recover only from any defendant or group of defendants whose fault, combined with the fault of persons immune from suit and nonparties to whom fault is allocated, exceeds the fault of the person seeking recovery.

300 Where the plaintiff is comparatively negligent, and recovery is allowed against more than one defendant, each defendant is liable only for his percentage of the negligence attributed to all defendants against whom recovery is allowed. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 1036 (2021).

301 When two or more tortfeasors cause a single indivisible injury to a third party and “it is impossible to determine in what proportion each contributed to the injury,” then an individual tortfeasor can be held liable for the entire injury. Dickenson v. Tabb, 156 S.E.2d 795, 801 (Va. 1967); Gross v. Shearson Lehman Bros. Holdings, Inc., 43 F. App’x 672, 677 (4th Cir. 2002) (unpublished) (per curiam).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Joint Liability</th>
<th>Several Liability</th>
<th>Percentage Limitation</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
<th>Immunity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

302 Wash. Rev. Code § 4.22.070 (2021). Joint and several liability applies if the plaintiff was not at fault. Id. § 4.22.070(1)(b).

303 The total fault is allocated from the plaintiff, defendants, third-party defendants, entities released by the plaintiff, entities with any other individual defense against the plaintiff, and entities immune from liability to the plaintiff. Id. § 4.22.070(1). However, defendant(s) may not allocate fault to those immune from the suit, including immune employers. Edgar v. City of Tacoma, 919 P.2d 1236, 1242 (Wash. 1996) (en banc).


305 Id. § 55-7-13c(d). The plaintiff may reallocate uncollectable amounts against other parties found to be liable if sought “not later than one year after judgment becomes final through lapse of time for appeal or through exhaustion of appeal, whichever occurs later . . . .”

306 The liability of a defendant who is less than 51% at fault is limited to the percentage of the total causal negligence attributed to that person. Wis. Stat. § 895.045(1) (2021).

307 Several liability applies to negligence but does not apply to strict product liability claims. Fuchsgruber v. Custom Accessories, Inc., 628 N.W.2d 833, 836 (Wis. 2001).

308 Joint and several liability applies to a defendant who is 51% or more at fault. Wis. Stat. § 895.045(1).


Figure 1
Pure Joint & Several

Figure 2
Non-Party Fault Included
Figure 3
Strict Product Liability Excluded

Figure 4
Fault Percentage Threshold
Figure 5

Re-allocation Allowed
APPENDIX C

A. A Modest Forum Shopping List

When considering the pursuit or defense of multiple lawsuits involving the same parties in multiple jurisdictions, counsel should consider a broader range of issues likely to vary in each potential venue, in addition to the specific items discussed in this Article. Because some lawyers have limited experience litigating in other states, this Article offers a checklist of some topics that may require review or analysis as to each potential venue. These topics can be important for a variety of reasons, such as (1) helping to decide the pros and cons of the various jurisdictions, (2) whether to challenge jurisdiction or venue, (3) how to prepare for litigation in a particular venue, (4) identifying issues on which choice of law will be critical, and (5) anticipating how the allocation of fault will be treated in each forum, and the consequences of variations among the states in which the lawsuits might be, or have already been, filed.

B. A Preliminary Outline for Each Forum

Please Adapt to Address the Specifics of Each Case

I. Law

A. Significant Differences in Tort Law
B. Choice of Law Rules
C. Statutes of Limitation
D. Statutes of Repose
E. Malfunction/Res Ipsa Loquitor
F. Substantive Legal Standards: e.g., in a product liability action: Is the forum a consumer expectations or risk-utility jurisdiction?
G. Known Unknowns: e.g., is a key legal issue in limbo, or is the appellate court in limbo?
   1. “It is essential for the bench and bar to recognize that the test we articulate today is not intended as a rigid formula to be offered to the jury in all situations.”
   2. “We agree that evidence related to risk-utility balancing, which may include proof that a practicable and feasible design alternative was available, will not always be necessary to prove that a product’s design is defective and unreasonably dangerous, i.e., that

---

the product failed to meet ordinary consumer expectations. However, because the parties did not dispute that evidence related to risk-utility balancing was necessary in this case, we leave for another day the question under what circumstances ORS 30.920 requires a plaintiff to support a product liability design-defect claim with evidence related to risk-utility balancing of the kind discussed above. 312

3. How judges are selected
4. Any recent drastic changes in judges (and their philosophies) in certain states, e.g., Florida, Pennsylvania, California

H. Affirmative Defenses Available/Unavailable?
   1. Comparative Fault
   2. Third-Party Fault
   3. Assumption of Risks
   4. Modification/Misuse of Product
   5. Spoliation

I. Allocation of Fault
   1. Several?
   2. Effect of Settlements on Unsettled Claims
   3. Non-Parties
   4. Defendant Who Can’t Pay

J. Evidence
   1. Expert Testimony Criteria—Daubert? Rigorous?
   2. Treatment of OSI Evidence
   3. Product Alteration
   4. Post-Accident Remedial Measures in Product Liability Case

II. Trial
   A. Length of Time to Trial
   B. Quality of Judges
   C. Education/Biases of Jurors
   D. Jury Selection Process
   E. Verdict—Unanimous/Less Rigorous

III. Damages
   A. What’s awarded—e.g., wrongful death?
   B. Pre-death Pain & Suffering
   C. Damages Caps
   D. Punitive Damages Rules/Procedures